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Advances in battery-powered electric motor systems, lightweight materials, and aircraft design have resulted in the development of new electric aircraft that could gradually replace conventional fuel-powered aircraft for certain use cases in the coming years. In addition, a whole new category of electric vertical takeoff and landing aircraft has seen billions of dollars of new investment with the goal of serving an entirely new urban air mobility market that would allow for fast trips within congested metro areas.

This study developed methods to estimate plausible future energy and power demand for electric aircraft operations at regional airports to determine whether the electric grid near two regional airports, Paine Field and Grant County International Airport, have the capacity to serve the potential energy (MWh) and peak power (MW) needs of electric aircraft operations over the next one to two decades. Our method has three parts: assumptions on flight operations growth, technical feasibility to serve these flights with electric aircraft, and actual adoption of electric aircraft to serve feasible trips.

We found that the electric utilities serving these two airports have enough electric capacity at the neighboring substations to meet the demand for electricity over the next decade, given the capacities reported by the local utilities. Experience gained in the first decade of commercial electric aircraft deployment at these airports will help inform future analysis as to whether local grid capacity will eventually impede the growth of electric aircraft charging.

Lastly, this report presents recommendations on how regional airports can prepare for electric aviation.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

New aircraft designs that combine high-performance batteries and electric motors with lightweight, fixed-wing airframes may provide lower total costs of ownership and perform similarly to or better than existing liquid-fueled, prop-driven aircraft for some commercial uses. The potential for improved economic performance of electric fixed-wing aircraft for trips under 500 miles could allow for new passenger and cargo air service between regional airports and hub airports that today’s conventional aircraft cannot serve economically.

In addition, a whole new category of electric vertical takeoff and landing aircraft has seen billions of dollars of new investment with the goal of serving an entirely new urban air mobility market that would allow for fast trips within congested metro areas.

After the introduction of jets into commercial air service, it took 15 years for them to compose over 80 percent of the active commercial fleet. Whether electric aircraft achieve widespread adoption quickly in 10 years or slowly over 40 years will depend on the success of their manufacturers in managing five risks:

● Technology – Do the aircraft fly safely and economically?
● Certification – Are regulators convinced the products are airworthy?
● Infrastructure – Are there places to take off, land, and charge, and are there systems to manage high flight volumes?
● Operations – Do electric aircraft operators have the experience and capital to operate safely and succeed commercially?
● Socio-cultural – Does the public see the widespread adoption of electric aircraft as serving the public interest?

This study addressed one dimension of the infrastructure risk. We developed methods to estimate plausible future energy and power demand for electric aircraft operations at regional airports to determine whether the electric grid near two regional airports, Paine Field and Grant County International Airport, have the capacity to serve the potential energy (MWh) and peak power (MW) needs of electric aircraft operations over the next one to two decades.

We found that the electric utilities serving these two airports have enough electric capacity at the neighboring substations to meet the demand for electricity over the next decade, given the capacities reported by the local utilities. As part of their regular integrated resource planning process, both the Snohomish County and Grant County public utility districts (PUDs) forecast future demand for electricity, including demand from the electrification of passenger vehicles. The utilities don’t have electric aviation in their forecasts. However, Snohomish PUD has accounted for growth in demand from electric vehicles, and even with that growth it will have capacity to serve Paine Field in the early years of electric aviation. Grant County PUD has surplus electricity and can accommodate significant increases in demand. Experience gained in the first decade of commercial electric aircraft deployment at these airports will help inform future analysis as to whether local grid capacity will eventually constrain the growth of electric aircraft charging. Meeting the charging requirements for electric aviation will
require utility service upgrades and investments on-site at airports transformers, rectifiers, and charging gear, as shown in the figure below.

Electricity demand from electric aviation at PAE and MWH can be met from investments within this segment of the electric grid.

Figure ES. The target grid segment for investments to meet charging demand from electric aircraft in the first decade.

Regional airports can prepare for electric aviation by doing the following:
- Tracking industry developments as different models of electric aircraft gain certification.
- Engaging with emerging electric aviation charging networks regarding their interest and ability to provide service at local airports.
- Tracking state and federal clean energy grant opportunities.
- Encouraging local flight schools to consider electric training aircraft as a lower cost alternative to traditional liquid-fueled airplanes.
I. INTRODUCTION

Aviation companies are using advances in battery-powered, electric motor systems, lightweight materials, and aircraft design to develop and build a variety of new electric aircraft that could replace many conventional prop-driven aircraft in commercial use (Schwab et al. 2021). With projected improvements in the underlying technologies, electric aircraft may also eventually replace some travel now served by jet aircraft. New electric aircraft designs could also serve an entirely new market for urban air mobility, providing short trip service within urban areas that avoids bottlenecks in ground transportation. In the face of tight climate action goals and large airport hubs facing capacity constraints, electric aircraft serving regional airports could help respond to increased travel demand for air travel both between and within large metropolitan areas.

Numerous studies have explored the potential of electric and hybrid-electric aviation to reduce the noise, local pollution, and greenhouse gas emissions from conventional aviation operations (e.g., Riboldi et al. 2020; WSP 2020). Electric aircraft produce fewer emissions and less noise than comparably sized conventional aircraft. In addition to reducing negative externalities, electric aviation has some performance advantages relative to conventional aircraft that could grow the aviation market (WSP 2020; Mäenpää et al., 2021). This holds especially true with respect to novel technologies, including electric vertical take-off and landing, or eVTOL, aircraft (Goyal et al. 2018; Cohen et al. 2021). Multiple companies founded in the last decade are pursuing the design, construction, and certification of novel eVTOL aircraft to allow urban air mobility (Schwab et al. 2021). Seeley et al. (2020) argued that “the cost advantages of electric propulsion systems are going to completely disrupt the current aviation market and allow more point-to-point journeys.”

Global demand for aviation will increase as a result of increased access to commercial flights for a larger share of the world’s population and more frequent trips by current flyers within developed countries (Gössling and Humpe 2020). While aviation contributes 2.4 percent of global CO2 emissions, growth in demand for global flight operations makes aviation one of the fastest growing sources of CO2 emissions (Hasan et al. 2021; WWF 2022). In addition, many large airport hubs are approaching capacity constraints (Reichmuth et al. 2011; FAA 2015). Coupled with increased regional travel demand, capacity constraints at major hubs creates opportunities for regional short-haul air travel with zero-emission electric aircraft.

Given this potential for growth in regional aviation activity and the lead time needed to provide additional electric capacity at any given site (Reuters 2021), planners need to assess the potential energy and power needs at airports and understand how these demands may grow in the coming years. Increased demand for electricity for aviation will occur just as the United States undertakes a major shift from the use of fossil fuels to clean electricity for ground transportation, space heating, and some industrial processes (Larson, et al. 2021). In this project we developed a framework for estimating future energy (annual megawatt hours (MWh)) and power (average
and peak megawatts (MW)) demand for electric aviation at regional airports and compared that to the existing and future capacity of the electric grid serving airports.

Several states and regions have explored the opportunities for electrified regional air travel. This includes work done in Colorado (Schwab et al. 2021) and the NASA Regional Air Mobility report (NASA 2021). In 2018, the Washington State Department of Transportation’s (WSDOT) Aviation Division was tasked by the state’s legislature to explore electric aircraft service in Washington. The work resulted in WSDOT’s “Washington Electric Aircraft Feasibility Study” (WSP 2020), published in November 2020, which highlighted the potential impact of the electrification of regional aircraft on commercial aviation. The report also set goals for aviation electrification, which included recommended timelines for the deployment of charging infrastructure at commercial airports; these were by 2030 for aircraft of up to 10 to 15 passengers, by 2040 for general aviation, and by 2050 for all aircraft.

In Washington state, aviation operations are highly concentrated at Seattle-Tacoma International Airport (SeaTac), with about 90 percent of all annual enplanements in Washington counted there (WSDOT 2022). However, SeaTac is close to reaching its maximum capacity (Chan 2021), given geographic constraints on expansion. Spatially diversifying commercial enplanements in Washington to different airports could alleviate some of these capacity constraints. Ultimately, electrification could result in new aircraft operations aligned with climate goals that increase utilization of regional airports other than SeaTac and airports not currently providing passenger service.

These opportunities highlight the importance of assessing potential charging demands for electric aircraft at airports that could feasibly serve as regional nodes in an electric aviation network. Our case studies therefore focused on the potential energy demand from electric aviation at two mid-size airports in Washington that are candidates for increased operations from electric aircraft: Paine Field/Snohomish County Airport (PAE) and Grant County International Airport (MWH).

The main purpose of this project was to develop and demonstrate methods to estimate plausible future energy and power demand for electric aircraft operations. Our research explored whether the electric grids near Paine Field and Grant County International Airport have the capacity to serve the potential energy (MWh) and peak power (MW) needs of electric aircraft operations over the next one to two decades. We also reviewed some of the prototypical electric aircraft in 2022 and identified opportunities for airports to help accelerate the transition to electric aircraft.

The intended audience of this report is state policymakers and airport managers who want to prepare their facilities to meet the requirements of an emerging class of electric aircraft customers. The findings may also be of interest to planners at electric utilities that will be asked to serve large increases in electricity capacity needs and staff at air carriers who want to better understand the market for electric aircraft market and charging solutions.

The report begins with a review of the opportunities for growth as well as the risks to broad-scale deployment of electric aircraft. We then review the performance attributes of a set of
prototypical electric aircraft that are either on the market or in the late stages of design and certification. We group these prototypes into categories that we could match to existing data on aircraft operations at the two study airports. We also review the technologies available to charge these aircraft and the emerging business models to provide charging services at airports. We then provide brief profiles of Paine Field and Grant County International Airport and the electric utilities that serve them. Chapter V describes the details of our method for estimating future demand and is the most technical chapter in the report. The next chapter summarizes the results, and we wrap up with recommendations on the steps that policymakers and airports can take to accelerate the deployment of electric aircraft and a conclusion.

Our method of estimating future electricity demand has three parts: assumptions about flight operations growth, assumptions about the progress of the technical feasibility of electric aircraft to serve these flights, and assumptions about actual adoption of electric aircraft to serve feasible trips. In our methods chapter we discuss the empirical basis for each of the key assumptions in our forecast model. Our key findings were that, while electricity demand could rise substantially over time, during the first decade of adoption, utility companies can serve the energy and power needs of electric aviation with available capacity at existing substations close to the airports in our case studies. The actual charging experience at Washington airports during the first decade of deployment will provide much-needed information to allow for better forecasts of future electric demand than our current estimates.

Our forecasts of demand from electric aircraft over the next two decades had wide ranges. In this report we use the terms “scenarios,” “forecasts,” “projections,” and “estimates” interchangeably, although in other contexts the word “forecast” carries connotations of greater precision than the words “scenario” or “estimate.” This study did not have access to data about the charging patterns of electric aircraft that are in regular commercial use, as those data don’t yet exist. Our estimates in this report are derived from published specifications from aircraft and chargers not yet deployed at scale, calculations derived from physical first principles, and evidence from electric automobile charging. Our forecasts of electricity usage therefore include a wide range of plausible scenarios for electricity demand over the next 20 years.

Notwithstanding this uncertainty, we expect that the two airports in this study can meet their charging needs in the next decade from the electricity available at their neighboring substations. After that, the lessons of the first decade of deployment will help determine when new substation, transmission, or generation capacity may be needed.
II. FACTORS THAT WILL INFLUENCE THE PACE OF ADOPTION OF ELECTRIC AIRCRAFT

Investments in electric aircraft companies provide one indicator of the size of the potential market that electric aircraft could serve. Deloitte (2022) reported that in 2021 companies designing eVTOL aircraft raised $5.8 billion in investment and that 350 companies worldwide were working on approximately 600 eVTOL concepts. Fixed-wing electric aircraft have not attracted as much attention and investment as eVTOL but have nevertheless seen a surge of innovation and new market offerings. Existing aircraft manufacturers such as Pipistrel and Diamond, as well as new companies such as Eviation and Bye, are introducing electric aircraft to serve short- and medium-haul trips. However, investor interest and excitement about the prospects for electric aircraft do not ensure their rapid adoption. The last 150 years of technology adoption shows that process can happen quickly or take many decades. Electric aviation confronts a specific set of risks that could impede its rapid growth. In this chapter we briefly review the historic adoption rates of new aviation and consumer technologies to provide a framework for modeling new technology growth and then turn to the specific risks confronting the companies working to build and sell electric aircraft and their services.

TECHNOLOGY ADOPTION RATES

The classic theory of technology diffusion (Rogers, 1995) is that new technologies spread in the shape of a bell curve and that the customers at each stage differ. A small number of innovators go first, followed by early adopters, then early majority, late majority, and laggards. The adoption of smart phones, starting with Apple’s first iPhone in 2007, followed this pattern, and most adults alive in the U.S. today can place themselves somewhere along this bell curve by thinking back to when they started carrying a computer with an Internet connection in their pocket. The cumulative distribution of the blue bell curve in Figure 1 results in an S-curve that measures the market share of new technology, as shown by the yellow curve.

This technology diffusion model has played out in aviation (Kar et al, 2010). The adoption of early jets into the airline fleet took 15 years and followed the familiar S-curve shown in Figure 2 that the technology diffusion model would predict. More recently, regional jets with 50 to 90 seats began commercial deployments in the early 1990s and were in widespread use by the mid-2000s, a 12-year diffusion cycle. The now familiar winglets on jets from Aviation Partners Boeing that help reduce fuel consumption also followed an S-shaped curve during the first decade of the 2000s. These three aviation examples saw S-shaped curves with an adoption cycle that spread over 8 to 15 years. The question for those planning airport facilities is whether commercial aircraft owners and general aviation pilots will adopt electric aircraft at a similar pace.
Looking at the diffusion of technology in the consumer market, we can see that some innovations can take many decades to reach high levels of market penetration. Figure 3 shows many familiar household consumer technologies and the shapes of their diffusion curves. During the twentieth century technologies such as color TVs, dishwashers, clothes washers, and autos took 40 to 100 years to reach widespread adoption in households. The diffusion patterns have been more rapid with recent technologies such as mobile phones, Internet access, and home computers, reflecting a quickening of the pace of innovation and adoption. However, what is
especially striking in Figure 3 is the long, slow diffusion of video calling technology, which was first introduced by AT&T Bell Labs as a subscription service in the 1920s. It wasn’t until the COVID-19 pandemic of 2020, 100 years later, that video conferencing became ubiquitous for consumers and businesses. Whether electric aircraft follow the rapid adoption path of regional jets and winglets or the long, drawn-out path of video conferencing will depend on how the industry manages its risks.

![Figure 3. Adoption rates of consumer technologies](source: David C. Evans, Bottlenecks: Aligning UX Design with User Psychology, 2017)

**RISKS TO WIDESPREAD DEPLOYMENT OF ELECTRIC AIRCRAFT**

If electric aircraft are adopted rapidly and widely, then regional airport managers will need to make investments in charging capacity. By the same token, airport managers want to avoid installing expensive equipment that is rarely or never used, so it’s worth considering the risks to widespread deployment. Head (2021) provided a useful framework for thinking about the risks of electric aircraft adoption, which are summarized in Table 1. We used this framework to score the risks for fixed-wing and eVTOL aircraft on a three-point scale, and as described below, we found that while eVTOL designs could serve large new markets, they also carry more risks than fixed-wing aircraft.

**Table 1. Risks to deployment of electric aircraft**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Risk</th>
<th>eVTOL</th>
<th>Fixed-Wing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Technical</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Certification</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Infrastructure</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operations</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sociocultural</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sources: Head (2021) and authors
**Technology Risk**

Building and operating safe and reliable eVTOL aircraft present daunting technical challenges. The aerodynamics of vertical lift are complex, especially as aircraft transition between hovering and wing-borne flight. Propulsion, energy storage, flight controls, and autonomous operations all present their own difficulties in creating a safe and functional aircraft. The technical challenges extend beyond building a viable prototype to include scaling production up to build a large enough number of aircraft to lower the unit costs, so the aircraft are financially viable in a commercial operation. Manufacturers must achieve safe and reliable aircraft performance and low production costs.

Technology risk is lower for fixed-wing aircraft because they can utilize knowledge developed for existing airframes and technologies. Indeed, aircraft such as the Pipistrel Alpha Electro are built around an existing airframe by replacing the liquid-fueled engine and fuel tank with electric motors and batteries. Fixed-wing electric aircraft still need to solve the technical challenges of battery performance and safety, integrating a complete electric powertrain, and providing safe and convenient charging options, but this is a shorter list of design challenges than that confronted by the developers of eVTOLs. For this reason, for technical risk we scored fixed-wing aircraft as moderate and eVTOLs as high.

**Certification Risk**

Gaining approval from the FAA to use a new airframe design to carry passengers is difficult and time-consuming. Federal regulators need to be convinced that designs employing new technologies are safe enough for the flying public, which means reviewing proof that any potential failure point is sufficiently robust alone and in combination with other aircraft elements to offer a safe flight. The FAA requires manufacturers to conduct ground and flight tests to evaluate the suitability of a new aircraft to provide passenger service. The FAA website on airworthiness certification (FAA) reports that approval of a new aircraft type to carry passengers can take between five and nine years. The crashes of two 737 MAX passenger jets within one year of certification increased pressure on the FAA to conduct yet more thorough and careful certification reviews. At the same time, the agency does not want to create overly burdensome regulatory roadblocks to promising new technologies. To better balance the tension between safety and timely deployment of new aircraft, the FAA in May 2022 announced that the agency was “modifying its regulatory approach” to providing airworthiness certificates for eVTOLs (Patterson, 2022). Although the FAA has promised that the changes will not introduce new delays, the industry must wait to see how this change in certification processes will affect the timelines for aircraft that were in the queue under the previous approach. At a minimum, the sudden change in the certification process for eVTOLs will increase the perceptions of uncertainty associated with gaining FAA approval (Hirschberg, 2022).

Because electric fixed-wing aircraft are similar to aircraft already certified as airworthy by the FAA, we judged them to have less certification risk than eVTOLs and scored the certification risks as moderate. Certainly, new battery and motor technologies on fixed-wing
aircraft will require careful review by regulators, but the close resemblance to existing airframes, flight controls, and aerodynamics should make it easier and quicker to certify fixed-wing electric aircraft than eVTOLs, which we scored as having a higher risk for certification.

**Infrastructure Risk**

Two types of infrastructure are needed for electric aircraft to serve commercial and general aviation: ground infrastructure and airspace management systems. Piloted electric aircraft will use existing facilities, and today’s voice-based air traffic control (ATC) system will allow them to fly into many established airports, many of which have excess capacity to serve more aircraft operations. Airports will need to add charging infrastructure, and this project showed that, at least for our case study airports, the electricity requirements for charging can be met from the local utilities’ existing substations near the airports.

By contrast, even modest scaling of urban air mobility operations using eVTOLs will require significant new infrastructure investments. Cities will need well-designed vertiports in convenient locations to serve popular routes. Mims (2022) reviewed the challenges of building and permitting vertiports in existing cities; these included noise, lack of air space not already claimed by nearby airports, and the need to retrofit structures to accommodate the weight and size of electric aircraft, passengers, and charging gear. In addition, vertical-take-off-and-landing sites must be relatively free of surrounding structures now and in the future, which could require the purchase of expensive air rights in urban centers. Moreover, the projected high levels of operations using eVTOL could overwhelm existing air traffic control systems, requiring new regulatory approaches to managing air space. For these reasons, we scored infrastructure risk for eVTOL as high, in contrast to low for electric fixed-wing aircraft that will use existing airports.

**Operations Risk**

Manufacturing and operations have separated into separate businesses in the modern aviation industry. In the early 20th century, Boeing both manufactured airplanes and ran an airline, but by 1934 those businesses separated, and the air carrier business became United Airlines. Several eVTOL developers are following the early Boeing model to both build and fly their aircraft, which involves two distinct, complex business enterprises, each demanding specialized expertise. Although there are some synergies, operating both businesses requires more human resources and capital, as the companies must design, build, certify, and scale production of innovative aircraft while also executing marketing plans, developing customer-facing booking systems, and standing up other hardware, software, and personnel systems required for delivering passenger and cargo service. By contrast, the leading fixed-wing electric aircraft manufacturers are focused on building and not operating their aircraft. Those commercial air services that already fly passengers and cargo and that are planning to adopt electric aircraft will have plenty to learn about how to deliver safe and reliable services using electricity, but that learning will happen in companies with a track record of service using existing aviation
technologies. We judged the operations risk as moderate for the early adopters of electric fixed-wing aircraft but certainly lower than the operations risk of some of the eVTOL companies.

**Sociocultural Risk**

If electric aircraft replace existing fixed-wing operations with significantly quieter and cleaner vehicles, public sentiment is unlikely to shift against them even if those electric flights are more frequent than their fuel-powered predecessors. However, the public may react negatively to eVTOLs flying over densely populated metro areas. In many communities, eVTOLs will have to overcome the negative associations created by helicopters and drones, which are viewed by some as noisy, disruptive, and invasive. As Head (2021) noted, “To secure the necessary permissions for urban air mobility operations and infrastructure, proponents will need to persuade a broad range of stakeholders that eVTOL aircraft will benefit the community at large, not just the privileged few.” The manufacturers of eVTOLs promise much quieter operations than helicopters, but the category carries higher potential for public opposition than that of fixed-wing electrics.

We reviewed these five categories of risk to underscore the uncertainty inherent in any forecast about the pace of adoption of electric aircraft. Electric aircraft companies seeking investor funding have acknowledged these risks and have developed narratives about how they can overcome them. These companies can manage their own technology development and aircraft production risk, but for at least three of the five risk categories, key obstacles to widespread adoption lie beyond the direct control of the companies developing electric aircraft.
III. ELECTRIC AIRCRAFT TECHNOLOGIES
ENTERING THE MARKET

AIRCRAFT TYPES
To project future charging demand, we need to understand how much energy different electric aircraft can store, how quickly they charge, and how far they can fly. Table 2 summarizes the prototypical aircraft we used to model future energy demand and the public data we found about their peak power demand, maximum range, and cruise speed. We grouped the aircraft into operations categories that allowed us to use existing FAA data on aircraft operations to make projections.

Table 2. Representative electric aircraft entering the U.S. aviation market*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Operation category</th>
<th>Category of available electric aircraft</th>
<th>Model(s)</th>
<th>General information</th>
<th>Power demand [kW]</th>
<th>Max. range [mi]</th>
<th>Cruise speed [mi/hr]</th>
<th>Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>General Aviation (local and itinerant)</td>
<td>2-seat fixed-wing trainer</td>
<td>Pipistrel</td>
<td>Alpha Electro</td>
<td>50 (cruise)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Pipistrel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Bye Aerospace</td>
<td>eFlyer 2</td>
<td>60 (peak)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Bye Aerospace, FutureFlight</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>eVTOL</td>
<td>4-seat eVTOL commuter</td>
<td>Joby Aviation</td>
<td>- First flight in 2018 - FAA certification targeted for end of 2022</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>117</td>
<td>Joby Aviation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Air Taxi</td>
<td>9-seat fixed-wing commuter</td>
<td>Wisk Aero</td>
<td>Wisk Cora</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>Wisk, Electric VTOL News</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Eviation</td>
<td>Alice (Commuter version)</td>
<td>1,280 (peak)</td>
<td>506</td>
<td>289</td>
<td>Eviation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Compiled from publicly available information; dash (-) indicates no information could be found.

Our main criteria for selecting these aircraft were the availability of public performance data and our ability to map them to existing categories of operations. In the case of eVTOLs, which did not correspond to an existing operating category, our single criterion was the...
availability of performance data. For the general aviation and eVTOL categories with two aircraft, we averaged them for modeling purposes.

**General Aviation**

In the general aviation category, we selected a pair of two-seat, fixed-wing aircraft, shown in Figure 4. The Alpha Electro from Pipistrel and the eFlyer 2 from Bye both are targeting the market for training new pilots. These planes are designed to offer flight schools lower operating and maintenance costs, and the approximately 60-minute flight time per charge matches the length of a typical instructional flight. Bye predicts that its eFlyer trainer will reduce the flight operations cost to one-fifth that of the gas-powered legacy fleet at flight schools. These aircraft seek to replace a training fleet of 11,000 conventional aircraft that averages almost 50 years old (Bye).

The planes are similar in size to a Cessna 150 two-seater, which is lighter and smaller than the average general aviation aircraft. Using smaller aircraft may bias our analysis to underestimate the charging requirements in this segment, but we addressed that potential bias by testing a wide range of future growth rates. These planes represent the early entrants into the general aviation market, and because they can potentially lower total cost of ownership for flight schools, they may see early uptake in that segment of the market.

![Figure 4. Pipistrel and Bye two-seat trainers](image)

Source: Pipistrel and Bye websites.
**Electric Vertical Takeoff and Landing**

In the eVTOL category, we used data from Joby and Wisk. Both of these aircraft use propellers to take off and land vertically like a helicopter and then shift to using their fixed wing to provide lift when the aircraft moves horizontally through space. Electric energy use is highest during the takeoff and landings phases. This category does not exist in the existing airport data, so we used a different modeling approach, as discussed in Chapter V.

![Figure 5. Joby and Wisk electric vertical takeoff and landing aircraft](Image)

Source: Joby and Wisk websites.

**Air Taxi**

Air taxis provide interregional travel for passengers and cargo and represent a promising market for electric airplanes. For this category we used the performance information from the Eviation Alice, a new airframe design that can be configured for a pilot, co-pilot, and nine passengers or as a cargo plane. It has range of 500 miles and a cruise speed of 289 miles per hour, and it had its first test flight in September 2022. Notwithstanding the successful first flight, Eviation CEO Greg Davis said in an interview with *The Seattle Times* that certification to carry passengers would be delayed until 2027 to integrate new batteries and other design changes. Alice has a lightweight fuselage, and its novel shape is designed to provide additional lift to supplement the lift provided by the wings. Eviation claims significantly lower operating costs for the Alice. In August 2021, Eviation signed an agreement with DHL to sell 12 of the aircraft to provide cargo services, and in 2022 it announced a deal to sell 75 Alices to Massachusetts-based Cape Air.
CHARGING TECHNOLOGIES

Electric aircraft manufacturers have largely adopted the charging standards developed for electric automobiles and trucks. The auto industry has two standards for the plugs used to fast-charge electric road vehicles (CHAdeMO and CCS Combo), with a third proprietary standard used by Tesla. The industry is also working to develop a higher power standard (Megawatt Charging System, MCS) plug that could deliver up to 3.75 MW of electricity. Like automobiles, aircraft may adopt a wide range of power levels for charging.

Level 1

Level 1 chargers use a standard 120-volt AC plug, and the vehicle has an onboard rectifier that converts the alternating current (AC) to direct current (DC) to charge the battery. Level 1 provides approximately 1 kilowatt of power and is too slow for most commercial aircraft uses. However, for private electric aircraft that are stored in hangars with existing 120-volt service, Level 1 may be a viable option for slow charging between infrequent flights.

Level 2

Level 2 chargers use a 240-volt AC circuit and can provide up to 20 kilowatts of power. Like the Level 1 chargers, Level 2 uses an onboard rectifier to convert the AC to DC for battery charging. These chargers have sufficient power to charge the two-seat trainers from Pipistrel and Bye. The aviation industry is developing different form factors for delivering this charging service. Some early chargers are mounted on hangar walls with long cords to charge aircraft either inside or at the hangar door. Others have developed rolling carts with charging plugs that are tethered to a long 240-volt power cord, which allows the charger to serve multiple aircraft locations.
DCFC

Direct current-fast charge (DCFC) systems can deliver from 20 kW to 350 kW of power. These devices convert alternating current to high-voltage direct current off the aircraft to quickly deliver high amounts of energy to the aircraft batteries. This is the technology required for timely charging of eVTOLs and air taxis. DCFC power is delivered using either a CCS Combo or CHAdeMO plug. Our modeling assumed that aircraft could charge up to a peak of 350kW.

As with Level 2 chargers, operators are experimenting with different form factors to make it easy to serve multiple aircraft. To make the economics of DCFC work, they need high utilization, so designers are using power allocation electronics to allow two airplanes to charge using the same rectifier. This requires a stationary charging area at an airport where planes go to charge for between 30 and 60 minutes. An alternative approach is a mobile battery truck that can drive to where aircraft are parked and charge them while they sit idle. This is even more expensive than stationary fast charging, but with high utilization it could make sense for some airports.

MCS

The National Renewable Energy Lab is working with industry partners to develop a new charging standard known as the Megawatt Charging System (MCS), which could charge at up to 3.75 MW to enable heavy-duty trucks, ships, and aircraft to charge quickly and safely. Industry partners are developing prototype chargers that are being tested, and the eventual result will be a standard that allows very rapid charging of high-energy aircraft, but this standard is still under development.

Aircraft Charging Networks

In the automotive sector, specialized firms that operate DCFC networks have emerged to meet the needs of electric car owners. These firms specialize in the design, delivery, and operation of charging networks and typically lease land at locations convenient for vehicle charging. Similar networks are likely to emerge for electric aircraft. Beta Technologies has ambitions to provide DCFC service at airports and has identified 60 sites as part of a network of charging locations to support electric aircraft. Beta is providing DCFC charging with up to 350 kW of power using either CHAdeMO or CCS Combo plugs in combinations of two, four, or eight plugs. Beta plans to adopt the MCS standard once it has been established.

Companies like Beta may be potential partners for regional airports looking to add charging services without taking on the responsibility of adding aircraft charging as a new line of business. Beta works with the local utility to bring in a separate meter and designs, installs, and operates the charging station on an airport property. Beta has several approaches to covering the capital costs of new charging infrastructure at airports. In some locations, the airports or fixed-base operators cover the full capital costs of installing the equipment, while in areas with high enough projected demand Beta may put up some or all the required capital and recover those capital costs with fees for charging.
IV. AIRPORT PROFILES

LOCATIONS

The project sponsors at WSDOT asked our research team to focus on two regional airports, Paine Field and Grant County International Airport. Our goal was that the methods we developed for estimating future charging demand at these two facilities could be applied to other regional airports to forecast charging demand as the market for electric aviation grows.

Paine Field is located in the greater Seattle area approximately 23 miles north of Seattle (Figure 7). It serves as the manufacturing and testing center for Boeing’s widebody aircraft, including the 787, 777, and 767. Paine Field also is home to a large general aviation community. Commercial air service by Alaska Airlines was launched at Paine Field in March 2019 to help relieve some of the congestion at SeaTac, the region’s main airport hub.

![Figure 7. Paine Field/Snohomish County Airport (PAE)
Source: Google Maps](image)

Grant County International Airport is situated in rural, central Washington, approximately 140 miles (230 km) east of SeaTac (see Figure 8). It boasts one of the largest airfields in the United States; its five runways can accept takeoff and landings by the largest aircraft in the world. The airport has good weather for flying and is used frequently for military
and commercial test flights, as well as training and general aviation. The airport does not currently have any regularly scheduled commercial flight service.

Figure 8. Grant County International Airport (MWH)
Source: Google Maps

OPERATIONS

Figure 9 shows the numbers of aircraft operations at the airports for the years 2015-2021, grouped by category. Paine Field served more operations on a total basis (nearly 140,000 in 2021), while Grant County International Airport had a more diversified spectrum of operation categories. At Paine Field, general aviation operations (local and itinerant) made up more than 94 percent of all airport operations, with air carrier being the third most frequent category. There was little military operation activity at Paine Field. At Grant County International Airport, general aviation comprised about 58 percent of all operations. In comparison to Paine Field, Grant had a substantially higher portion of air taxi operations, and military activity accounted for nearly 16 percent.
This study focused on the ability of local utilities to meet the projected demand for electricity from electric aviation at the system level and at substations adjacent to the airports. For the systems perspective, we looked to the integrated resource plans for each utility, which presented information on historic and projected energy use and described how the utility planned to meet future demand. Figure 10, from the Snohomish Public Utility District (SNOPUD) 2021 Integrated Resource Plan (SNOPUD, 2021), shows that since 2007 annual electricity demand has dropped by approximately 57 average megawatts. For the next decade, energy demand is not projected to regain the peak of 2007, in part because of energy conservation measures. From a system energy perspective, SNOPUD has seen a decline in average energy use and projects that electricity load will remain relatively flat. The SNOPUD system forecast accounts for the growth in electric vehicles by incorporating the results of a 2017 joint study entitled the “Economic and Grid Impacts of Plug-In Electric Vehicle Adoption in Washington and Oregon.” Since that study was published, state and federal policies have created new incentives for buyers to adopt electric vehicles, and those policy changes, combined with recent consumer behavior and the steady growth of EV models on the market, may cause utilities to revise their electricity demand forecasts. However, at this time the best available information on future electricity demand is in SNOPUD’s integrated resource plan.
Grant County PUD has seen significant growth in demand for electricity in the last 20 years. Figure 11, from its 2020 Integrated Resource Plan, shows that its load increased by 300 average megawatts over 20 years, as large commercial and industrial customers took advantage of its abundant and low-cost hydropower. The PUD’s Integrated Resource Plan (Grant PUD, 2020) anticipates an acceleration of demand that could add another 350 megawatts in a decade. Grant County’s low-cost power attracted widespread interest from the cryptocurrency industry, which prompted the PUD to adopt new higher rates for those customers to account for the regulatory, business, and concentration risks associated with serving that particular group of customers. Lower rates and substantial additional energy capacity remain available for agriculture, manufacturing, and other commercial uses that align with the county’s economic development goals.
We spoke with planning engineers at both PUDs regarding their ability to serve additional demand at the airport and learned that adding between 2.5 and 10 MW peak electrical capacity at a new commercial meter to allow for aircraft charging would not place any special burden on the utility. Adding power at this level is done in the normal course of business and would not require special planning efforts, and the energy could be provided from nearby substations close to the airports’ buildings and hangars. Staff from the utilities and airports noted that both facilities have ready access to one or more utility substations that have sufficient electrical capacity available to meet incremental demand in this range. Additional peak power demand above 10 MW could require more planning but would not present a significant obstacle should that level of capacity be needed.
V. MODELING THE GROWTH OF ELECTRIC AIRCRAFT

DATA TO SUPPORT SCENARIO DEVELOPMENT

The Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) defines operation categories for tracking purposes (Federal Aviation Administration n.d.). Three of these categories represent viable, near-term markets for electric aircraft:

- **Local Civil**: Operations performed by civil (private or commercial, non-military) aircraft that operate to or from the same airport within a 20-miles radius of the airport.
- **Itinerant General Aviation (GA)**: Operations performed by all civil aircraft, except air carriers or air taxis, that land at an airport arriving from outside the airport area or depart from an airport and leave the airport area.
- **Itinerant Air Taxi (AT)**: Operations performed by all aircraft with a 60-seat maximum or 18,000 lb. payload maximum capacity, carrying passengers or cargo for hire, that land at an airport arriving from outside the airport area, or depart from an airport and leave the airport area.

In addition, we defined a fourth eVTOL category as follows:

- **eVTOL**: Operations of electric aircraft with the ability to take-off and land vertically, used for urban air mobility applications. This is not an FAA-defined operating category at this time.

We excluded the FAA Air Carrier and Military categories because they involve either long-haul passenger trips or military uses that presently lack any all-electric alternative to conventional, liquid-fueled aircraft in the development pipeline. Table 2 shows how we mapped our set of prototypical electric aircraft to these categories.

FORECAST METHODS

Potential future electricity demand at the two study airports was estimated for the different operation categories and different aircraft electrification scenarios. This section describes the dimensions of analysis and the underlying approaches and sources to quantify them. Given the nascent stage of the electric aircraft market, multiple estimates relied on assumptions informed by the authors’ domain knowledge and general literature review, rather than observed charging behavior.

**Dimensions of Analysis**

- **Airport (A)**: The analysis was conducted for two Washington airports: Paine Field/Snohomish County Airport (PAE) and Grant County International Airport (MWH) at Moses Lake.
- **Operation category (c)**: The electricity demand was estimated for each of the considered flight operation categories listed above. Each category featured unique distributions of aircraft size and typical flight ranges, which affected the electric
power demand. One operation was either a take-off or a landing at the respective airport.

- **Number of operations growth scenario (ο):** Three growth scenarios for the numbers of operations for each operation category and at each airport were considered in this analysis (low, medium, and high). The scenarios were based on projections presented in WSDOT’s “Washington Electric Aircraft Feasibility Study” (WA EAFS) from 2020 (WSP 2020). The associated growth rates ranged from, on average, 1.9 percent (low growth) to 3.3 percent (high growth) for general aviation, and from 5.0 percent to 8.0 percent for the air taxi category, varying by the year. Because the Local Civil category was not explicitly included in the WA EAFS, the General Aviation growth rates were used for this category.

The electrification of the existing airport operations was assumed to comprise two processes:

- **Feasibility rate scenario (f):** The technical feasibility to serve aircraft use cases with electric aircraft could develop at different possible paces. The three assumed scenarios varied by both the temporal lag until technical feasibility to start ramping up and the speed of that process.

- **Adoption rate scenario (a):** The adoption of electric aircraft on routes for which electric aircraft are technically feasible was also assumed to progress at different rates. The adoption rate was intended to capture both the temporal lag induced by aircraft operators, owners, and airlines for adopting such electric aircraft and the time it would take for the whole aircraft fleet to convert, based on electric aircraft adoption speed. The fact that this fleet turnover could take a considerable time and is largely uncertain is discussed in more detail below.

- **Time (year) (t):** This was the year for which the estimation of electricity demand was made. The growth rates in the WA EAFS are projected until the year 2039, so we stopped our scenario estimates in the year 2040.

**ELECTRICITY DEMAND ESTIMATION**

The chosen combination of the analysis dimensions’ possible values determines the estimated total annual energy demand $E_{A,c,o,f,a,t}$ (in MWh) for electric aircraft operations. For the three operation categories existing today (Local Civil, Itinerant GA, Itinerant AT), the estimate is the result of the following calculation:

$$E_{A,c,o,f,a,t} = \frac{1}{2} \times (\text{number of operations})_{A,c,o,t} \times (\text{feasibility rate})_{c,f,t} \times (\text{adoption rate})_{c,a,t} \times E_c^{flight}$$

Here, $E_c^{flight}$ corresponds to the energy demand (in kWh) for one average flight (different for each operation category), calculated as the product of average power demand and flight duration:
\[ E_c^{flight} = \frac{(average \ aircraft \ power \ demand)_c \times (average \ flight \ range)_c \times (average \ cruise \ speed)_c}{2} \]  

The factor \( \frac{1}{2} \) in equation (1) stems from the fact that each electric aircraft needs to only be recharged for each take-off, which is very well approximated by half the number of operations (take-offs and landings).

From the total annual energy demand, the average power demand \( P_{A,c,o,f,a,t}^{average} \) (in kW) can be derived as follows:

\[ P_{A,c,o,f,a,t}^{average} = \frac{E_{A,c,o,f,a,t}}{365 \times 24 \ hours} \]

For utility providers and the airports as electricity rate payers, the peak power demand or capacity (in MW) is relevant to prepare for substantial increases in demand and to provide sufficient electrical service. To obtain an estimate for the peak power demand \( P_{A,c,o,f,a,t}^{peak} \), the average power demand is multiplied with a seasonality factor (capturing the higher number of flight operations in the summer months than in winter), a charging curve factor, and a factor representing the daily charging pattern:

\[ P_{A,c,o,f,a,t}^{peak} = P_{A,c,o,f,a,t}^{average} \times (seasonality \ of \ operations)_{A,c} \times (charging \ curve \ factor) \times 24 \ hours / (charging \ window) \]

eVTOL operations do not exist today, meaning that we could not use the same methodology for eVTOL as for the existing airport operations. Instead, we estimated the number of potential annual eVTOL trips from Paine Field to the SeaTac airport based on the existing travel volume from the area around Paine Field (land area within a 10-mile radius) to SeaTac (estimated to be around 1.1 million trips/year, based on the annual number of passengers at SeaTac and the percentage of the Washington population that lives in the Paine Field catchment area). For the initial eVTOL market, we assumed that only residents with an annual household income of $200,000 or more would be willing to take an eVTOL aircraft to travel from Paine Field to SeaTac because those high-income households would be willing to pay for the time savings provided by an eVTOL. We used these households' share of all households and high-income households' increased propensity for air travel (23 percent of air travelers have an income of $100,000 or more per year, representing only 15 percent of all Americans); see Brandon (2013) to calculate the share of trips between Paine Field and SeaTac that are from high-income households. Assuming Joby Aviation's estimate of an average occupancy of 2.3 passengers per trip (Joby Aviation 2021), we yielded a potential market size of about 215,000 annual eVTOL flights between Paine Field and SeaTac (both ways). The segmentation of eVTOL estimates into different growth scenarios was based on the assumptions of (1) a temporal lag until the maximum growth rate is achieved (operations growth), (2) a year in which
regulatory certification for eVTOL operations is achieved (feasibility), and (3) a maximum achievable market share of the potential market size (adoption).

The specific assumptions are listed in Table 3. As described earlier, we did not forecast eVTOL flights from Grant County International Airport to SeaTac under the assumption that such flights would be captured in our forecast of the electrification of the existing air taxi category. All input variables used in the above equations are summarized in Table 3.

Table 3. Assumptions for eVTOL growth scenarios

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Analysis dimension</th>
<th>No. of ops. growth</th>
<th>Feasibility</th>
<th>Adoption</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Parameter</td>
<td>Years until maximum growth ($t_0$ in Eq. 5)</td>
<td>Start year for eVTOL ops.</td>
<td>Share of potential market</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>2040</td>
<td>35%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>2035</td>
<td>50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2030</td>
<td>85%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A visual representation of the combined methodology for existing airport operations and the new eVTOL operations is provided in Figure 12.

![Figure 12. Summary schema of forecasting method](image)
The underlying assumptions for each of these inputs were as follows:

- \((\text{number of operations})_{A,c,o,t}\): The numbers of operations at each airport and for each operation category were derived from the three-year average of the numbers of operations between 2019 and 2021. These numbers were taken from the FAA’s Operations Network OPSNET, which reports counts of airport operations as recorded by the Air Traffic Activity System (ATADS) (Federal Aviation Administration n.d.). For each year starting with 2023, the growth rates found in the WA EAFS (WSP 2020) were applied to the previous year’s numbers of operations, for each of the three growth rate scenarios. We used the 2019-2021 average as the baseline because the Covid-19 pandemic caused a substantial disruption in the trend in operations at the two studied airports, especially in 2020 (20 percent total operations at Grant County International Airport and 10 percent at Paine Field, with a rebound in 2021 to numbers above the pre-pandemic values).

- \((\text{feasibility rate})_{c,f,t}\): We estimated the technical feasibility of electric aircraft to serve existing aviation operations by using a combination of estimates of battery technology improvements (currently the most constraining factor for electric aviation (Viswanathan et al. 2022)) and a frequency distribution of flight distances for single-engine and multi-engine aircraft. In research and industry, a variety of estimates exists for technological advancement in battery technology. With a typical maximum achievable energy density of around 200 Wh/kg today, projections range from a 20 percent increase in energy density by 2030 (Reuters 2022) to potentially more than 600 Wh/kg that year on the high end of estimates (Viswanathan et al. 2022). In addition, there is uncertainty among experts as to which battery chemistries are the most promising in terms of energy density potential (Gao et al. 2021). For the medium scenario, we used a projection of a linear 50 percent increase in battery energy density over 10 years (slow scenario: 30 percent, fast: 70 percent). This would improve the electric range of single-engine (multi-engine) aircraft from about 250 mi (506 mi) today to an estimated 400 mi (810 mi) in 2035 (and to 348 and 703 mi in the slow scenario, and to 478 and 966 mi in the fast scenario for single- and multi-engine aircraft, respectively). We further assumed certification of appropriate electric aircraft for general aviation and air taxi flights by 2026 (slow: 2028, fast: 2024), and thus no electric flight operations before that. Lacking any more recent, complete data on typical distances of flights (by operation category), we leveraged a 2001 NASA study to estimate flight lengths (in miles) of single-engine and multi-engine aircraft (Long et al. 2001). Assuming that the flight distance distribution (Weibull-shaped) has not changed substantially since then, the share of technically feasible flight operations for electric aircraft is given by the integral under the Weibull distribution of flight distances until the maximum achievable flight range in each year. We assigned air taxi operations the multi-engine range trends and used the single-engine projections for general aviation flights (local civil and itinerant GA). Following this methodology, Table 4 shows the resulting years in which the feasibility rate would reach a threshold of 95
percent of all flight operations. Figure 13 depicts the estimated feasibility rate in the medium scenario. Here, certification was assumed to occur in 2026, and the majority of flight operations were found to be feasible immediately because of the Weibull-shape of the distribution of flight distances.

Table 4. Assumptions about performance, feasibility, and adoption of electric aircraft

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Operation category</th>
<th>Year in which feasibility reaches 95%</th>
<th>Year in which adoption reaches 95%</th>
<th>Average aircraft power demand [kW]</th>
<th>Average flight range [mi]</th>
<th>Average cruise speed [mi/hr]</th>
<th>$E_c^{flight}$ [kWh]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Local Civil</td>
<td>Fast 2043 Mediu m 2052 Slow &gt;2052</td>
<td>Fast 2035 Mediu m 2040 Slow 2047</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Itinerant GA</td>
<td>Fast 2043 Mediu m 2052 Slow &gt;2052</td>
<td>Fast 2037 Mediu m 2044 Slow 2051</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>253</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>335</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Itinerant AT</td>
<td>Fast 2029 Mediu m 2032 Slow 2038</td>
<td>Fast 2037 Mediu m 2044 Slow 2051</td>
<td>680</td>
<td>350</td>
<td>289</td>
<td>822</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>eVTOL (PAE)</td>
<td>- - -</td>
<td>- - -</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>108</td>
<td>74</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 13. Share of flight operations that electric aircraft could feasibly serve over time

- $(adoption\ rate)_{c,a,t}$: The penetration of electric aircraft on the aviation market was assumed to follow an S-shaped adoption curve, as has been observed and modeled in many cases of new vehicle technologies before (e.g., Zoepf and Heywood 2012). The adoption rate of existing aircraft operations was estimated by using the logistic function

$$p(t) = \frac{1}{1 + e^{-\theta \times (t - 2022 - t_0)}}$$

(5)
where $g$ determines the maximum growth rate and $t_0$ is the temporal lag (years from 2022 until the rate reaches 50 percent). The two variables $g$ and $t_0$ were assumed to reasonably capture the large level of uncertainty around how soon and how quickly the electric aviation market will replace conventional aircraft. Table 4 lists the years in which the adoption rates were assumed to reach 95 percent (thus an almost complete market penetration) under the different scenarios (fast, medium, slow). The adoption of electric aircraft on flights that could be feasibly served by electric was assumed to be driven by multiple factors, most of which are highly uncertain. Regulation could determine how quickly public aircraft fleets or flight schools will have to transition to electric aircraft. Private aircraft for general aviation have historically had very slow turnover rates (the FAA estimates the average age of active GA aircraft at about 40 years (Harrison 2018)), since owners tend to stick with the working aircraft, especially when they only use them infrequently. Higher upfront purchase prices for electric aircraft might also slow the rate of adoption of such aircraft, as the potential cost savings from operations and maintenance would not outweigh the price premium as quickly. In general, even with accelerated adoption of electric aircraft, it would take time for the entire fleet to turn over. Our estimated adoption rates thus represent a large span of possible developments, with 95 percent adoption levels reached as early as 2035 (Local Civil, fast scenario) or 2051 (GA and AT, slow scenario), as shown in Table 4. Figure 14 shows the resulting adoption rate curves, by way of example, for the General Aviation category.

Figure 14. Adoption curves for electric aircraft in general aviation operations
• (average aircraft power demand)\(_c\), (average flight range)\(_c\), (average cruise speed)\(_c\): The average power demand, flight range, and cruise speed during one typical flight were estimated separately for each operation category. The estimate relied on publicly available data on the different electric aircraft (that are commercially available or still under development), assigned to the operation categories in which they would realistically be used (see Table 2). For instance, the Pipistrel Alpha Electro can be used for GA purposes (local and itinerant), whereas the Eviation Alice, as a nine-seat commuter, will serve Itinerant Air Taxi trips. In addition, for the flight range and cruise speed, estimates were revised and confirmed by using findings from NASA’s Small Aircraft Transportation System Demand Model study from 2001 (Long et al. 2001). The average aircraft power demand for air taxi services was estimated at 680 kW, combining information on peak power capabilities of the Eviation Alice and a similar electric aircraft model (Bye Aerospace eFlyer 800, take-off power demand of 750 kW (Lincoln 2022), as well as the Eviation Alice’s planned battery capacity (820 kWh). The values found and used for the subsequent electricity demand estimates are also shown in Table 4. While each quantity assumes values varying greatly from one flight and aircraft model to the next, we emphasize that the average of these variables’ individual values for all annual operations will determine the annual energy demand and thus the desired outcome variable.

The assumptions for the three input variables used for the calculation of the peak power demand were as follows:

• **seasonality of operations**: The seasonality was calculated by using past numbers of operations (for 2015-2021, taken from the FAA’s OPSNET data) at both studied airports. Peak monthly operations were typically found in July and were about 70 percent higher than the annual average monthly operations.

• **charging curve factor**: The recharging cycle of an electric battery does not follow a linear increase in the battery’s state-of-charge (SOC) over time. Instead, charging power tapers towards the end of the charging cycle (Trivedi et al. 2018). On the basis of the available literature (Battery University 2021) as well as data found by automotive battery testers (InsideEVs 2021a), the peak charging power of an average direct-current fast charging process is about 80 percent higher than the average over the entire charging process (20 to 80 percent state of charge). Specifically, this value was confirmed in a charging analysis of the 2021 Tesla Model S Plaid road vehicle (350 kW peak power, compared to 137 kW averaged over the charging duration) (InsideEVs 2021b). On the basis of direct communication with electric aircraft manufacturers, the industry appears to be aiming for high-power fast charging of their aircraft in between flight operations (e.g., within one hour at 350 kW peak power), which highlights the importance of considering the charging curve factor as described. We recognize that this assumption further relies on the type and size of battery used and is subject to changes based on future advancements in battery and charging technology.
• **charging window**: The charging pattern of electric aircraft has the potential to significantly determine the potentially required electrical capacity. If all charging on a given day is assumed to be equally distributed over 24 hours, then electrical capacity needs are given by the average power demand. However, if all charging occurs within only eight hours of the day, then the peak power demand effectively triples, since the same amount of energy needs to be transferred to the different aircraft in only a third of the time. The authors deemed eight hours a reasonable assumption, based on a typical workday’s duration and direct communication with aircraft manufacturers and airport operators; however, the methodological framework allows for a modification of this parameter to allow users to test different charging patterns.
VI. FINDINGS FROM ELECTRIFICATION SCENARIOS

ELECTRICITY DEMAND PROJECTIONS

When we translated the projected numbers of operations and various assumptions about the electrification rate of these operations into electricity requirements, the annual energy demands varied greatly, depending on the chosen scenario composition and owing to the uncertainties associated with the nascent stage of the electric aviation market. Using the medium scenarios for operations growth, feasibility rate, and adoption rate, we found that the annual energy demand to support electric flight operations at Paine Field could be as high as 19,000 MWh by 2040. The majority (77 percent) of that can be attributed to general aviation (10 percent local and 67 percent itinerant) operations, in line with the very high share of GA operations at Paine Field. At Grant County International Airport, air taxi operations accounted for more than 84 percent of the nearly 28,000 MWh of annual electricity demand for 2040 projected in the medium scenario. This was the combined result of AT operations (1) making up for a relatively large portion of projected operations for that year (54 percent) and (2) being associated with considerably larger energy demands for each flight operation because of the typically larger flight distance and higher aircraft power.

Figure 15 shows the annual electricity demands converted into estimates for the peak power demand (in MW), following equations (3) and (4), for all scenarios set to low (shown on the left) and high (right). As can be seen, the estimated peak power demands at the two airports were not projected to exceed 10 MW before 2030, even in the highest of all deployed scenarios. This is relevant for both the local utilities and the respective airport managers because such capacity increments can be provided in the normal course of utility business. After the first electric flight operations have begun, and data and experience have been gathered regarding typical charging practices, electric flight distances, and the suitability of electric aviation for different aviation use cases, planners will be able to make much more informed projections about electricity demand from electric aircraft in the 2030s and beyond.

The pace at which commercial air taxi services at Grant County International Airport start electrifying their fleets will largely determine the overall future electric capacity needs at that airport. Historically, the airport has been heavily utilized for testing new aircraft, equipment, and other technologies (Port of Moses Lake 2022). This could put the facility in a unique position as a forerunner for electric aviation, especially in terms of testing new aircraft.

The extent of eVTOL operations and their electricity demand will largely depend on whether private operators can overcome the risks associated with eVTOL deployment and whether there is sufficient projected demand to warrant investment in eVTOL ground facilities at the Paine Field and SeaTac airports.
Figure 15. Peak power demand (MW) for electric aircraft by operation category

The golden and purple horizontal lines denote thresholds of 2.5 and 10 MW, respectively.

Figure 15. Peak power demand (MW) for electric aircraft by operation category

From these results, we can conclude that the provision of sufficient electrical service down to the substation level at the two studied airports will not likely be the main bottleneck for the adoption of electric aircraft in the next decade. After that, the electricity needs for electric aviation are highly uncertain, resulting in wide ranges between our low and high estimates. Consistent, detailed, proactive data collection as electric flight operations begin will allow for more informed estimates of electric energy and power demand in the future.

ON-LINE ELECTRIFICATION SCENARIO TOOL

This project included the development of an interactive tool that is available at https://electric-aviation.streamlitapp.com/ to explore the electricity demand projections made in this study. The corresponding GitHub repository can be accessed at this link: https://github.com/s-t-lab/WSDOT-Electric-Aviation. The tool utilizes the Python Streamlit package (Streamlit Inc. 2022), allowing users to dynamically update projections based on their chosen scenarios. Figure 16 shows a screenshot of the tool.
Plausible Electricity Demand for Electric Aviation at PAE and MWH

Output variable (annual energy/average power/peak power):

- Peak power [MW]

Airport:

- PAE

Operation category:

- Local Civil
- Itinerant General
- Itinerant Air Taxi
- eVTOL

Scenarios:

- No. of ops. growth scenario:
  - Medium

- Feasibility rate scenario:
  - Medium

- Adoption rate scenario:
  - Medium

All charging occurs in how many hours?

- 8

Figure 16. Screenshot of Interactive Electrification Scenario Development Tool
VII. STEPS AIRPORTS CAN TAKE TO SUPPORT ELECTRIC AVIATION

Our analysis showed that a lack of access to adequate electric supply from local electric utilities is unlikely to block early adoption of electric aircraft by regional airports. However, regional airports still need to take steps to prepare for aircraft electrification, should it take off. At a minimum, airport managers will want to track the early deployments of electric aircraft at other regional airports and share information about the opportunities and obstacles that emerge as the number of electric aircraft increases.

Airport managers wanting to lead in electrification should begin evaluating options for adding charging stations for electric airplanes as the market ripens. One approach is to engage companies offering network charging services for airplanes such as Beta Technologies, one of the early entrants into the market. Beta and other charging network operators that will target aviation have the domain knowledge to design, build, and operate charging facilities as part of airport ground operations. These companies will develop know-how about engaging the local utility and providing the needed service most cost effectively. Other business models for charging will no doubt emerge. Companies currently in the business of selling aviation fuel may at some point start to offer charging because they understand the local airport facility and can build on existing customer relationships.

In addition to learning about the players and options for providing aviation charging services, airport managers will want to pay attention to state and federal grant opportunities that may emerge for installing charging equipment. Federal and state policies currently provide financial incentives to shift autos and trucks from fossil fuels to electricity. Existing and future legislative programs may make new grant funds available for airports that choose to add charging equipment.

Another promising opportunity for regional airports is to encourage their flight schools to consider the new electric trainers as a cost-effective alternative to liquid-fueled aircraft. The companies marketing these new aircraft promise significant cost savings with modern, up-to-date airplanes. Given the recent shortage of trained pilots for commercial airlines, any effort to lower training costs and increase the supply of pilots would serve the broader aviation industry. Operating a small number of electric trainers would give flight schools and airports early experience in the practical realities of using electric aircraft day to day. Electric trainers to address the pilot shortage may also become a promising area for grants funds.

This project also surfaced unanswered research questions related to forecasting the growth of electric aircraft and their charging requirements. Sharing data about typical charging practices in the different operational categories could better inform future estimates on peak power requirements. A charging station’s power requirements will depend strongly on the exact charging patterns for the electric aircraft in use. Private general aviation use cases, such as small airplanes flown for leisure, may adopt relatively slow overnight charging cycles. On the other hand, scheduled flight operations, such as commercial air taxi service or flight schools, will be limited by the availability and capabilities of fast-charging facilities or efficient battery swapping
processes. Developing this next level of detail regarding charging patterns will strengthen future forecasts. This study was one of the first efforts to estimate local energy demand from aircraft charging. With more data on the real-world charging experiences of electric aircraft, future forecasts will narrow the range of possible outcomes.
CONCLUSION

Washington state has long been a leader in aviation and can continue that tradition as the market for electric aviation grows. Increasing demand for air travel and cargo movement, combined with public policy goals to reduce carbon emissions, air, and noise pollution could propel rapid adoption of electric aircraft, but we are still in early days, with few aircraft yet certified for general aviation and none certified to carry passengers. The technology has the potential to transform the aviation industry and stimulate new demand for air travel at regional airports over the next decade. By tracking the pace of adoption and making timely investments in charging infrastructure as demand emerges, Washington’s regional airports will help make the transition to cleaner, quieter, lower-cost flight.
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